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Concept
The first book for authors and TEX afficianados that teaches
the foundations of Context, a free and unmatched program
for implementing structured and automated design for print
or on-line documents.

We want to capture the thrust of the entire project in a single line.

At the end of this presentation we would like to critically evaluate this state-
ment of concept. Is it adequate? How can we improve it?



ConceptAims

Raison D’Être
Why do we need a Context Book?

Why not before now?

Who are we trying to reach?

Summary
What do we want to cover?

How comprehensive can we be?

Pedagogy
How will we teach the topic?

How can our pedagogy be made most effective?



Concept
AimsRaison D’Être

Maturity of Context
Context has matured into a full featured desktop publishing that not only ri-
vals the best of commercial systems, but supercedes them in some resepcts.

Especially in the current economic climate, the relevance of free, full featured
desktop publishing solutions such as Context would appear to on the rise.

LATEX shows signs of age and ossification; Context is a fresh and actively de-
veloped alternative to that paradigm.

Esoterism of the current documentation
There is much by way of free online documentation available, including man-
uals by Hans Hagen and numerous articles by users. On the whole, the manu-
als tend to be pretty esoteric, especially to new users, in terms of, e.g., writing
style and evenness of content – such as what’s obsolete and what’s current.

In conjunction with the mailing list, the manuals work quite well, but only
for someone willing to invest the time and energy to experiment one’s way
through it all.
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Impediments
One of the reasons a Context book was not so viable in the past is that the pace
of development has been so fast and feverish that any book would be obsolete
the day it was published.

:-)

Context is still under heavy development but the movement of development
is

largely under the hood; most functionality is stable and predictable

largely directed towards ever more esoteric and uncommon applications for
most users.

Caution!
In conjunction with the release of the Context book, a thoroughly torture-tested
version of an accompanying release of Context is critical. “Most functionality
is stable” is not good enough: We something at least as solid as LATEX2e, at
least for every single command and feature covered in the Book. Achieving
this will require the support of the Context developers and active members of
the community!
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Audience
The audience of Context has grown considerably. At the same time, a one-stop
introductory book-in-print has apparently (based on, e.g., comments on the list)
been a major impediment in growing that audience at a faster rate.

Given its monolithic design, Context has the potential to allow newcomers to do
many more things in a shorter learning curve than, e.g., LATEX. Given the de-
crease in the learning curve, introducing Context to larger audiences outside
of the TEX universe appears as a more promising proposition.

Put another way: Our objective is to reach both TEXies and total newcoming
authors looking for alternative solutions to problems of structured and auto-
mated authoring.

Question: Is it wise to expand the explicit target audience – e.g., add technical
writers – or just keep it as is?
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Audience

Summary

Title
Tentative title:

Structured and Automated Authoring in Context: Æsthetics
and Typography
Note the fact that we have not used the spellings ‘ConTEXt’ or ‘CONTEXT’. This
is intentional.

We want to focus on authoring, structure, and automation, not on TEX per se.
When readers pick up the book, I don’t want to give anyone the impression
it’s only for TEXies.

Length
Limit from cover to cover: 350 pages.

Question: How much is reasonable to cover in 350 pages?
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Audience
Summary

Pedagogy

Linear or Spiral?
A linear style would organize the material into logically distinct blocks, anal-
ogous to the main Context manual.

A spiral style would go in at least two cycles: The first would cover a subset
of commands with broad applicability. Thus we would cover the variegated
ranges of logical topics using a minimal set of commands easy to memorize
and master. Then we would go through that range of logical topics a second
time using more sophisticated techniques.

I’m leaning towards a spiral method for the main text, with a linear reference
command manual at the end.
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Audience
Summary
Pedagogy

Outline
Getting a compelling outline is a challenge. In particualr, how do we blend
the teaching of typographical æsthetics with typographical implementation?

Add this to a proposed spiral pedagogy and one clearly sees that there is lots
to think about.

But why, one may ask, do we insist on teaching typographical æsthetics at all?
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Audience
Summary
Pedagogy

Outline

Æsthetics
One of the main differences between Context and LATEX is that the latter is
designed by default to impose typographical design decisions on top of doc-
ument structure. Context on the other hand is designed by default to leave
design nearly decisions completely up to the user. However:

With great power comes great responsibility!

Thus an introductory Context book should also provide some clues to æsthet-
ics in typographical practice. Anything less would be a disservice to the in-
tended audience.

Any other thoughts on this?
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Audience
Summary
Pedagogy

Outline
Æsthetics

Implementation
In this section we organize our topics in logical sequence, sprirally going through
them twice as discussed above.

I will not give a detailed outline here; most of you know the range of topics
that could be covered. A couple of important points:

The Context book will be MkIV only. Little to no reference to MkII, except
in passing during perhaps some introductory discussions of the history of
Context.

OpenType and Bidirectionality will be assumed from page 1. That is, it is the
aim of the Context book to be bidi-neutral throughout.

Our aim is, part, to have the release of the book match the maturity of LuaTEX,
MkIV, and the Oriental TEX projects. Naturally, this means that there needs
to be a synergy between the writing of the book with the developers.
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Audience
Summary
Pedagogy

Outline
Æsthetics
Implementation

Reference
A reference manual or appendix is important, but how important?

How useful is merely listing the commands? We need a fresh method of orga-
nizing commands, one that helps make it easier for users to remember them.

I already have a couple of ideas, but this is one area where your ideas will be
most appreciated!

Of course, we will recruit Wolfgang Schuster for the “Dirty Tricks” appendix.
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Audience
Summary
Pedagogy

Outline
Æsthetics
Implementation
Reference

Interfacing
Unfortuanately, we still have to deal with installation and editing issues.

Installation
For Windows and Mac users, a fool-proof installation procedure is a must.
Unix users will be assumed to be experts.

Editor
For an editor on Windows, I’m leaning towards Notepad++, for which I have
created a Context module that includes function completion and even hints
– useful for those ever so-hard-to-remember multiple options for commands.
So typing, e.g.

\startitemize[]

will cause a popup that lists all the available options.

In any case, any editor we choose needs to be as newbie-friendly as possibly,
support Unicode, and support bidirectionality.

Suggestions?
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Interfacing

Questions
How can we improve the Concept line at the beginning of this presentation?

What are your thoughts on the choice of target audience?

What are your suggestions for pedagogy, narrowing the subject matter to 350
pages, or organizing the topics?

How can we get the Context community actively involved? I’m thinking of
a small set of volunteers who can provide feedback and torture tests of the
selected commands and options on a semi-regular basis.

Any other ideas?
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Questions

Thank You!
Thank you for any and all suggestions.


